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The strains of Auld Land Syne ~re beginning 
to filter into the polytech year. For some it's · 
the end oftheir association with the polytech, 
for some it has just begun. But this year's 
students have hopefully gained something 
more than the students of previous years. 

The student association's first year has been 
generally a success. Whether you have gained 
anything from it would have largely depend
ed on your attitude towards the association. 
If you were a full-time student, a good many 
of you would have gained a slight increase 
in your educational grant - something you 
may not have received if it had not 
been for the efforts of the student associ
ation executive and largely the work of its 
managing secretary, Mr Colin Knox. Those 
whose full-time courses are longer than 
one year will reap the benefits of this year's 
work by way of comparatively substantial 
increases in their bursaries. 

On the other hand, it is difficult to determine 
what the part-time students have gained from 
the student association. The bursary issue 
does not affect them. Recreational facilities 
are the only thing we can really provide 
for these people - and even then an unknown 
number of part-time students have their own 
facilities, being members of organisations 
outside the polytechnic. An all-out effort 
will be needed next year to determine the 
needs of part-time students and implement 
the desired activities without delay. 

The executive this, year despite the success 
of a number of its activities, has failed to 
grasp the importance of its position and use 
the powers invested in it to the fullest extent. 

·Without the continuing enthusiasm and drive 
of class representatives one cannot expect 
the student body to seriously-involve them
selves in the association. Students, like most 

After reading the article by Lindy Thompson 
and Ewan McDonald on the C.T.1./WePSA, 
Wintet Sports Tournament, our executive 
feels impelled to point out a few discrepan-
cies in that article. · 

We believe thatthe tournament was proposed 
by the Nation.al Body but not organised by 
it. Also -we understand that the timing, i.e. 
after winter sports season was finished, was 
chosen by the National Body: A week's 
final notice to find 72 billets, with the Un-co
operative nature of our students (at present) 
could not really be considered fair. Although 
a limited number of billets were available (18-
20) I think, they were not required/desired 
by your students. The "Experienced" Christ-

Sir, 

The Polytech library has issues 
and issues of Time Magazine, Thurs· 
day Magazine, photography magazines, 
technical magazir,ies and large numbers 
of others but no sign of any Thorts, 

· unless they're hidden away where no 
one can s~ them. 

Surely our very own paper should 
be on file in our very own library for 
any one interested and anyone visiting 
Polytechnic to flip through; 

An oversight by the library's man
agement perhaps, or maybe they don't 
like Thort. 

Claire Smith 
News Journalism Cousse 

members of the community, need to be led, 
and this lead was not forthcoming from the 
executive this year. 

But the executive members cannot be blamed 
entirely for their lack of drive. If members 
individually do not feel confident, it follows 
that the executive as a body wi II lack 
confidence. A determined spirit of innovation 
was needed this year but failed to materialise. 

The question is why? There are a number of 
reasons: This was the association's first year 
of big time, existence. A budget in the 
thousands of dollars would be enough to 
make people waver. The elections at the 
beginning of the year were nothing to 
inspire the elected r.epresentatives with a great 
deal of confidence, and the lack of compet
ition amongst contenders for top positions 
did nothing to suggest the line along which 
the students wanted the association to 
dev_elop. Further to these reasons, was the 
uncertainty of ex!!cutive members about 
where the managing secretary's powers ended 
and theirs started. This is how approximately 
half of the executive members saw their pos
ition in the ear.lier part of the year. In fact, 
the managing secretary is the executive's 
employee., but this was not really appreciated 
by the executive. 

Finally individually and as a body the 
executive was not inquisitive enough. Thus 
their understanding of internal and external 
issues facing the polytechnic and the student 
association was extremely limited and this 
caused some confusion amongst members; 
but very little was done to clarify these 
issues. A knowledge and understanding of . 
technical institutes' standing in the com
munity is essential if the student association 
is going to- proceed along the right road to 
maturity. 

church netball team only played in B grade 
competitions on Saturday mornings and 
contained no representatives. General mis
understanding prevailed over the sight-seeing 
and transport but students with cars helped 
as best they could. The Christchurch United 
players in our team all attended C.T.I. and 
lower shamrock players (3rd grade) also att
end. Wouldn't it have been better taste to 
have the winners being presented with the 
trophy rather than a photo of Phil looking 
at it? 
CHRISTCHURCH TECHNICAL INSTITUTE 
STUDENTS' ASSOCIATION 
(Abridged - letter arrived after paper had 
been set. ED.) 

The following mail should 
be collected from the 
WePSA Office as soon as 
possible. 

.... Miss Phyllis Tan Siew Kneng 
Mr Niwat Bupha-lntr 
Mr Pegler 
M.r John Atkinson 
Mrs S. Thomas 
Mr R.N. Walker 
Miss H.P. Key . 
Mr· Raja Ram 
Miss Vanaja Dhanan 
Mr Jagdish Chandra 
Mr Nihi Lal Cepidescit* 
Mr Suppa Naidis 

*The surname was illegible. 
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View from common room looking towards the Wallace Street parking lot. One ·of 
the stands of tinker is shown in detail. 

Landsmping· Relieves 
Building&' Starkness 

Mr Dave Irvine and his two helpers have completed their part in landscaping the area 
bounded by the cafeteria, the common room and Block 5. A sculpture, which will 
complete the plans for the area, will be erected in the middle of the countain enc-!osure. 

The landscapers are continuing with the rest of their contract now. This will involve 
landscaping the area alongside the Wallace Street car parks and up to Block 5, around 
the extensions to Block 5 ar;id the areas around Block 6 on the Tasman Street side of the 

complex. 

The fountain area (shown above) has as its basis a "coin path". The path is constructed_ 
of circles of timber sawn from logs dipped in an anti-fungus liquid. This liquid gives the 
wood a distinctive green colour that fades to a dull yellow/green depending on the 

absorbency of the wood. 

The circles of wood vary from two-and
a-half inches to about eight inches in 
diameter and are about two inches thick. 
They are set close together into a very 
fine gravel. 

The upright logs, which are set together 
in two distinct groups, vary between 
seven inches to about ten feet high. 
Kowhai cuttings have been planted along 
the common room wall, and these will 
act as a backdrop to the sculpture. Flow
ering and non-flowering bushes and 
tussock grass have been planted in· the 
spots not taken up by the pathway. Vines 
have been planted beside the uprjght 
logs so that, in time, the logs will be 
intertwined with creepers. 

A stand of bamboo about 25 feet high 
stands in one corner near the skyway. 

One of Mr Irvine's helpers.who preferred 
to remain anonymous, said that this was 
the first time that such a design had been 
used in Wellington and he was not sure if 
it had been used in New Zeala~ .. A sim
ilar idea had been used in overseas chil
dren's playgrounds, he said. 

The three workers had tried to acheive 
some sort of feeling of organic growth 
in amongst the starkness of the buil
dings. 

"The whole idea is to create something 
living, something natural. Once the vines 
get established and climb up around the 
wood it'll really look like a livirig thing," 

the helper said . 

the area was planned to be viewed from 
all angles and heights, he said. But one 
of the team said the fluidity they were 
trying to create was almost completely 
ruined by the oblong concrete and brick 
fountain that had been built. 

"We hope that when the trees grow 
they'll screen off. that 'shithouse' foun
tain, so that only the sculpture will be 

visable ." 

The shrubs and plants had been chosen 
for their tonal effects, the _helper said. 
The tussock was used to make use of the 
wind eddies which were created by the 
walls and the skyway which surrounded 
the area. This added further to the life 
and fluidity, he said. 

"Much of our work is spontaneous,"the 
helper said."lt's all down on a basic plan 
but what takes us at the moment is 
given preference." 

Mr Irvine, whose business, Landscape 
Originals Ltd, is based in Palmerston 
North, has been a landscape gardener 
for 10 yea_rs. The two helpers have been 
with him three months and one month 

respectively. 

Views from the skyway towards the~ common room. The "coin II pieces have been 
roughly patterned. The fountain is shown at top of picture. 

, .. d 

Mr Irvine, squatting, and one of his helpers build one ·of the two log stands. 

View from Block 5 entrance towards the cafeteria. The stand is of bamboo in the 
foreground. , 



• America gives Away Chinese Territory. to Japan 

- The Tiao Yu Tai 
lnciclent 
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111 rccen_t years, when students all 
lover tl!c world .are increas~ngly taking _..., . >.,. 
an active part m political and social ~ ' "" ; 
activit_ies such as demomtr:iticns and )~~1 , 
t<;ach-ms, one ~roup which. is notably ~ ? -~ 
s~l~nt on all issues is the overseas ,J· ~ -L~~ 

• 

Chinese students. The reasons are clear. 
The Chinese have learnt, thanks to the 
missionaries and the Imperialists who 
invaded China in the last century, that 
Lhe w?rld mi~ht be happier if every
one minded his own business. And since 
contempory Western controversies such 
as- Vietnam, the permissive society, and 
the race conflict between the blacks and "' 
the whites do not touch the Chinese 
directly, the overseas Chine~e wisely 
play an apathetic role in these prob
lems. 
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Recently, however, we hear of Chin
ese demonstrations in the United States 
and Europe. In Australia, The Austra. 
lirm (12/7171) even gave a half-page 
comparison between the anti-apartheid 
demonstrations in Sydney and the 
Hong Kong demonstration of July 7. 
The account was very good, but we 
were not told exactly what the Hong 
Kong students were demonstrating 
about. We only know it had something 
to do with the return of the Ryukyu :c·- -

lslands to Japan by America in 1972. 
This is true of other news items from 
other sources. The impression we were 
left with is that the Chinese have at 
last got the knack of demonstrations and 
are doing it well. 
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This is completely false. The Chin
ese students are united · and active now 
because they have a valid grievance . 
which, they feel, directly concerns them .. 

In October, 1968, the United Nations 
announced that there is a large oil 
reserve under the Taiwan Rasin. The 
reserve contains a total of some 800 
million barrels of oil. Situated right in 
the middle of this area are a group of 
eight small islands, the largest of which 
is called Tiao Yu Tai, which is 0.7 
square kilometres in area. . 

These islands are so small, in fact, 
they have never been inhabited. They 
are regularly used by Chinese fisher
men only, who have been fishing in this 
area for centuries. 

Seven months after the UN announce
ment, the Ryukyu government erected 
a concrete post in Tiao Yu Tai, stating 
that it is part of the Okinawa District. 
· Now the Tiao Yu Tai Islands are 
located some 120 nautical miles north
east of Taiwan and 240 from Okinawa. 
They are a natural extension of the 
continental shelf of Mainland China in 
the sense that the depth of the water 
separating the islands and the main
land does not exceed 200 metres. On 
the other hand, the Ryukyu Trough, 
which divides the Ryukyus and Tiao Yu 
Tai Islands, exceeds 2000 metres. There
fore, from the geological viewpoint, the 
Ryukyus and Tia Yu Tai Islands are 
two separate entities. ,vhence comes 
the Ryukyu claim? 

Historically, these islands were first 
discov.ered by the Chinese and had ap
pe,ued in Chinese maps as far back as 
1403. The .Japan:5e did not come ac~oss 
these islands unul 1884. After the Smo
Japanese war of 1894-5, however, Tai
wan (and hence its neighbouring islets, 
including Tiao Yu Tai) . was ceded to 
.Jap~n. In 1944, there was a ~ispute over: 
fishing rights around the T1ao Yu Tai 
Islands, the .Japanese Supreme Cour:t 
ruled that Tiao Yu Tai Islands should 
be part of the province of Taiwan. · 

It1 · 194~. the Cairo Declaration sta~ed 
',hat "Formosa shall be returned to the 
Republic of China", and the .Potsdam 
Declaration of 1945 affirms this. More
over. the .Japanese surrender document 
to the Allies reads: "We accept the pro
\'isions set forth in the Declaration of 
Potsdam",_ 
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With what right, then, cloes the Jap
anese Foreign Minister have when he 
declared on September 10, 1970, that 
the Tiao Yu Tai Islands are "obvious
ly" Japanese territory and that there is 
"no need for any negotiation"? 

The answer might be found in the 
1951 San Francisco Treaty whicl.1 war, 
signed by Japan, the United States and 
China, Article 3, Chapter- II, reads: 

"Japan will concur in any proposal ~f 
the United States .to the UN to ·place 
under its trusteeship system, with the 
United States as the sole administerin·g 
authority, Nansei Shoto south of 29° 
north latitude (including the Ryukyu 
Islands and the Daito Isl;mds), Nanpo 
Shoto south of Sofu Gan (including the 
Bonin Islands, Rosaruo Islands and the 
Volcano Islands) and

1 
Parece Vela and 

Marcus Islands. . . . " 

In June 11 this year, America signed 
a treaty with Japan saying that she 
will "return" the R yuk yus, together 
with Tiao Yu Tai, in I 972. They a,rgue 
that by the San Francisco Treaty, .the 
United States has administered the Tiao 
Yu Tai Islands as part of the Ryukyu 
Islands and hence considers that resid
ual sovereignty over these islands re
main wit_h Japan. 

That is what Chinese students all 
over the world are at present demon
strating about. They feel that the 
United States has no right to take this 
action. Firstly, the San Francisco Con
ference was not attended by any Chin
ese government, even when the terms 
of the treaty directly concerns Chinese 
territories. If we recall that China suf
fered the most in the eight-year war, 
a peace conference without Chtnese 
voice was absurd. 

Secondly, even if the San Francisco 
Treaty was endorsed by China, as was 
the case when the Nationalist Govern
ment signed the 1952 Sino-Japanese 
Peace Treaty, the terms used in Article 
3 are extremely vague. The Tiao Yu 
Tai Islands were not mentioned dir
ectly, and the trusteeship territory of 
the United States was not defined clear
ly, because the boundaries of the Ryu
kyus, Daito Islands, etc., have · never 
been legally defined. 

But since geologically ancl historic
ally .these islands .had been part of 
China; as was shown above, Chinese 
fishermen had built piers, living quart
ers and tracks on these islands, a_nd a 
Chinese Nationalist flag was flying there . 
On Sept. 16, 1970, this flag was torn 

by Ryukyu police. Such actions enraged 
Chinese all over the world, and protests 
had been lodged with the various gov
ernments concerned. Recently, Chinese 
fishermen had been chased out of the 
area and a · number of .Japanese war
ships are patrolling nearby waters. 
Both Taipei and Peking denounced 
these actions. But both governments 
have not directly taken any substantial 
action. , 

China's oil potential is at present far 
below that of the· United States and 
Soviet Russia, hut with the addition 
or' the deposits in _ the Taiwan Basin, 
it is estimated that she will surpass 
both countries. Furthermore, the Chin
ese, having suffered Japanese imperial
ism for eight years, · look upon the pre· 
sent Japanese action as a revival of 
miltarism and expansion. Already, the 
.Japanese have a strong economic con
trol over Taiwan. This is one reason 
why Taipei has not , taken any direct 
counter-move to the Japanese aggres
sive attitude. 

But the Chinese people are every
where indignant. And so we have the 
recent protests everywhere. The protests 
are aimed at goading their governments 
into taking further actions. 

· -Wah Yen 

from Are!la 



·· Bursaries • • Aa:t3 51:enel 
REVISED TECHNICAL INSTITUTE BURSARIES 

There ,is, in fact, a single true position re
garding T!!chnical Institute ~ursarie's, des· 
pite conflicting statements made by the 
Department of Education and the Minister. 
In ·a rec~nt press release Mr Talboys said: 
The student entering a technical institute 
(or a second year technical institue stu· 
dent with School Certificate only) has his 
tuition fees paid in full, receives $80 to· 
wards textbooks, and a boarding allow· 
ance, where applicable, of $300. This 
statement is at variance with the real pos· 
ition, as stated by .the Department of 
Education, in two areas. 

The first is in the generosity of paying 
tuition fees. In fact such things do not 
exist in Technical lnstitutes,because they 
grew out of the secondary school system 
and are still administered directly by 
government department.Thus like secon
dary schools, all places in technical inst· 
itutes are 'free' so it is absurd to talk of 
tuition fees in the same sense as Univer
sity tuition fees. Of course it costs plenty 
to keep a student at a technical institute, 
but not as much as at university, and the 
fees charged there don't even come close 
to realising the real cost·of keeping a stu
dent in .those hallowed halls. 

There is still consideralle confu. 
sion regarding the ~ition of stu
dents eligble to receive Technic
al 11'.lstiMe bursaries, This artide 
by Colin Knox, tv1anagng Secre
tary of the Student's As.sedation 
attelll)ts to dear up some of the 
doubts and to state the actual 
~ition as it wll effect students 
enrolling in 1972. 

~9~~ 

Private Secretarial 

Business Administration 

Accountancy Stage 11 

Advanced Accountancy 

·N.Z.. Certificates 
Engineering 
Arch. Draughting) 
Science ) 

Clothing and Textiles 

Stage I 
Stage 11 

E.D.P. (U .E. Entry) 

Journalism (News) 

S.C. Entry 
U.E. Entry 

Journalism (Magazine) 

U.E. Entry 

Design 
(Graphic. Industrial, Textile) 

Stage 

Stage II 

Stage II I 

Stage IV (not Textile) 

FULL-TIME STUDENTS 

Student Allowance 

$ 

20 

20 

80 

120 

20 

20 
80 

80 

20 
80 

80 

20 

80 

120 

165 

Boarding Allowa·nce 

$ 

200 

200 

300 

300 

200 

200 
300 

300 

200 
300 

300 

200 

300 

300 

300 

FULL TIME AND PART TIME STUDENTS 
The second point is that Mr Talboys is 
speaking of an ideal situation when he 
outlines the position of a student with 
UE entering a technical institute full
time course. It has become clear during 
the bursary negotiations that the Minister 

partments to insist on the equivalent 
of UE for entry. Thus :the usual standard 
of entry is UE. But the department 
keeps the official entry standard at 
School Certificate, knowing full well that 
even without insisting on UE entry for 
most courses, competition Will ensure 
that this is the usual circumstance. Mr 
Talboys' statement may have been a slip 
of the pen, or it may reflect the progres
sive attitude he has to technical institute 
bursaries. His answer to parliamentary 
questions on the subject will show 
whether he intends to stand by his state
ment and . ask ~bi net to approve the 
ideal state, or whether progress will be 
shelved for a while longer. The amusing 
thing abo'ut the situation is that the cost 
to government to implement the stated 
measures would be $35,000. Recent 
increases in University Bursaries cost 

. $2,500,000. 

A Supplementary Allowance of $100 a year will be payabl_e to any student who in or after 1972 
achieves a high standard of work ("A" level) in Intermediate Examinations, (i .e. 3rd year), for a 
New Zealand Certificate or in the stage 2 year of a comparable qualification (i.e. Clothing and 
Textiles· and Design). 

is very sympathetic t<? technical institutes 
and that he is trying to sart out an evol· 
utionary mess which has resulted from 
their rapid growth. We hope that he will 
confirm his intention to put students who 
come to a technical institute with UE 

A Supplementary Allowance of $GO a year will be payable to any student who in or after 1972 
achieves a high standard or work ("B" level) in Intermediate Examinations (i .e. 3rd year). for a 
New Zealand Certificate or in the Stage 2 year of a comparable qualification (i .e. Clothing & Textiles 

~ and Design). 

1St~tfeiii· B~~;ries 
on a step 11 bursary, and are making 
submissions in support of this action. ,. 
But the instances in which a student ,s Are Explained 
with UE enters a course and gets $80 by 

(:-

way of a bursary are very few. By far the ,d 
. . I b d THE age and scholastic qualifications 

of first-year technical institute students , 
tended to be lower than that of students 
starting at university, the Minister of 

most common circumstance rs tota a s- 1• 

ence of consideration for the higher qual- ~ 
ification, . as the above table shows. 

This position is an extremely unfair one 
for students. It does not reflect the qual
ifications of the students who enter inst
itutes, because our recent survey showed 
that about 70% of full-time students 
have qualifications equivalent to 6th form 
certificate or higher. It is a diabolical 
method of keeping standards of entry 
high while keeping bursaries low that has 
been allowed to grow and continue, 
and it is our sincere hope that the Min
ister will rectify thesituationas his press 
statement suggests he has it in mind to 
do. 

The demand to enter full-time courses 
at the Wellington Polytechnic is such 
that it is reasonable for Heads of De-

Education (Mr Talboys) said _yesterday. 
•1 "The level at which subjects , said that a student with School 
k are taken in technical institute I Certificate could not receive I 
t· ~our~es is. also lower than that I any form of university bur- I 
1• m umvers1ty courses. sary. \ 
id "Thus the value of their bur- \ Ho'Yever? h1; could enter a 
i- saries in their first two years , technical mst1tute, have full 
d of study may be lower than I tuition fees paid, be. given $20 I 
,f those awarded to university t~wards textboo~s. and if eli
,t students in their first two I g1ble, could receive a boarding 
!S years of study," said the Min- allowance of $200. 

ister in a written reply to a I "A student with university 
question from Mrs R M Ste- entrance can enter university 

. venson !Nat Taupo). but he will only have nine
' Mrs Stev~nson had ·asked: tenth~ of his. tuition fees paid. 

f- As the announcement of a H,e .will rece1w ho allowances 
d change in rechnical institute until he has successfu!ly COIT!· 
lf bursaries appears to have plet~_d a year of full-tune um-
n been misunderstood by the v~~s1ty work. . . 
d public and news media, would , The s_ame .stu';lent entermg 
s the Minister indicate the dif. a technical msb!ute . < o~ a 

ference between the technical. second-year technical mstit1:1te 
e institute bursaries and univer- student w~o. started · with 

sity bursaries? I S~hoo! . Certif1ca~ 1_>nly ) has . . . . . I his tuition fees prud m full, re-
In bis reply, the MmISter ceives $80. towards textbooks, 

. and a boarding allowance, 
where applicable, of $300." 

(R,.,,J,~ntll dL,;J,ic,5. 
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Proposed Restriction 
of Maori Criticised 

by JOHN WOODS . 

Wellington Polytechnic has come in for adverse criticism over the proposed Maori 
language course. 

The course will be for "urban Maoris only", !ICCording to the Principal of the Poly
technic, Mr · B.W. Potter. The restriction will be imposed because the urban Maoris' 
needs are greatest, he said. 

Mr Potter said,"To me the needs and feeling of the urban Maori are that he wants to 
retain his language as it is a valuable link for him. His needs are greatest." 

There is still some doubt whether the De- A journalist who has specialised in writing 
partment of Education will give Mr Potter on Maori affairs, Mr M. King, regrets the 
the allowance he needs to start the course. decision to restrict the course to Maoris. 
Language laboratory facilities will have to 
be provided. 

No final decision has been made to restrict 
the proposed course to Maori students. Mr 
Potter says the only relevant fact is that 
the Minister of Maori and Island Affairs 
has asked the polytechnic to consider 
organising such a course for Maoris. 

Mr King has been publicly promoting an 
extension to Maori language facilities for 
the past two years. 

"In the name of priorities we too often 
isolate broad socio-economic problems to 
the point where they appear to be racial 
ones," he said . 

The Assistant Director-General of Tech-
nical Education, Mr W.L. Rewick, said the "We also appear to suggest that these prob-

Education Department would want a langu- lems exist only on the Maori side." 

age course such as Maori to be "open to 
all takers." 

"In fact more Pakehas than Maoris are 
culturally-deprived in New Zealand and 

This would not be the case if the course need Maori language to give them contact 
was run specially for a government depar- with our indigenous culture ." 

tment, he .said. 

In some other quarters people have crit
icised the polytechnic's intention to make 
the course open only for a confined group. 

The Citizen's Association for Racial Equal
ity (CARE) would like to see the course 
open to all people. CARE is primarily 
concerned with fostering a better human · 
relationship between the two races. 

"We believe that the willingness to accept 
that some Maori should be learned by the 

Pakehawill in itself be a very positive fact
or for better race relations," Mr Newnham 
said. 

A petition circulated through Victoria 
University and the Polytechnic last term' 
said that courses in Maori language and 
aspects of Maori culture could be offered 
as a gift to the Pakeha from the Maori as a 
positive effort to promote a more meaning
full concept of integration. 

The Hautaki member of the N.Z. Maori 
Council, Mr Ted Healy, does not agree that 
the proposed course should be for Maoris 
only. 

"Provisions should be made for both Maori 
and Pakehas to learn the language. If it 
cannot be open to both races then it should 
not be instituted until suitable arrange
ments are made," he said. 

Mr Healy suggested Maori could be adop
ted as a national cultural language. 

A member of the Wellington Education 
Board's Staff, Mr P. Rogers told a meet
ing of parents and teachers in Otaki several 
months ago that a major step in the com
bining of the two cultures was for Europea
ns to learn Maori. 

"Language is the very essence of a culture. 
It is the most impressive and expressive 
part of a person," he said. 

THE _, ___ __ 
CARETAKER 

~ 

by HAROLD PINTER 

directed by Sunny Amey 

.Season definitely ends 
·November 20 

WE'VE GOT IT 
RETTYGOO~ 

By Linda Thompson and Ewan McDonald 

So you think Wellington Tech is bad? Imagine a year ·or two in a red brick 

1930's style institution spreading for five acres, without a blade of grass. 

This is Christchurch Technical Institute. 

Three hundred full-time and 8,000 part
time students are taught ~ere under a 
secondary school -type discipline which 
includes attendance checks every period 
and penalties for lateness. 

Just like school? -which is what it was 
built as. The five-foot high iron gates 
still bear the Christchurch Technical 
COLLEGE crest. 

The whole area is.surrounded by a six
foot high brick wall with padlocked iron 
gates and bicycle sheds. 

The students' association expected the 
principal to search their common room 
before the party organised for our teams 
on Saturday night. "He will ban it if he 
finds we have beer here". An executive 
member said they were not allowed to 
start a radio station similar to polyrad. 
The administration would give no reason. 

The student common room fitted with 
a kitchen and a few tables, is a room 
below the cafeteria, which was ?riginally 

the school assembly hall. A photo of the 
1945 deputy principal still hangs on the 
wall, along with the college roll of honour 
and other war relics . 

Meals are subsidised but a meal which 
costs 38 cents in our cafeteria costs 
65 cents in the Ch~istchurch cafe. Coffee 
is 10 cents, made in a tea pot which 
gives it a somewhat "individual" flavour. 

Below the cafeteria is the common room, 
liberally plastered with Thort front pag
es as posters. The room also boasts a 
pool table and a table· tennis table. 
There is a dusty sofa and wooden 
school chairs to pass one's lunc;:h hour in. 

But' the liberal winds of change are 
blowing through the institute. The gent· 
leman in charge of the secretarial school 
has agreed to allow his students to att
end classes in trouser suits. 

Now students are pressing for an even 
more revolutionary change. They are 
demanding tutors address them by Chris
tain names instead of "Mr" or "Miss". 



Polytech. May Hold 
OpenDay Next Year 

Wellington Polytechnic may hold an "open day" next year. However, it 
probably won't .be quite as extensive as the type held each year at Victoria University. 

The Principal of Wellington Poly
technic, Mr B.W. Potter, was not enth
usiastic about a. fully-fledged open day. 
"I don't say it can't be done. We had 
them up unti I 1966, then numbers 
(of people attending) began to get too 
much and you had a pretty meaningless 
horde of p_eople coming through." 

IV)r Potter said that the .old idea 
of an open day had now been broken 
down and only small groups were 
invited. 

"These are going on all the year, 
and I think that this is really the most 
effective way. In a small group you're 
able to talk to them - explain things. 
A real open day requires static exhib
ions and great amounts of printed 
material." 

An open day should simulate a 
normal sort of day, but there was so 
much practical activity going on around 
the polytechnic that this could not 
really be done, Mr Potter said. 

MR POTTER 

"We've· just about stretched as far 
as we can just taking on select groups. I 
wonder whether our existence is settled 
enough to be able to go ahead (with a 
full open day). It's the sort of thing we'd 
like to do, but if we did it, something 
else would have to be left undone." 

The Deputy Principal, Mr D. 
Abbott, said the idea of holding an open 
day had been discussed by the Heads of 
Departments, and the feeling was that 
this was something that sho·uld be done. 

Mr Abbott, said that, although 
there was no definite idea of what form · 
the open day would take, people could 
be pretty sure that something like this 
would be coming up about the middle 
of next year. 

The retiring tutor-in-charge of the 
· news journalism course, Mrs C. Cole, said 

the idea of an open day Wj;IS an extremely 
good idea and one which should have 
been implemented lpng ago, particularly, 
as people had such distorted views of 
the polytechnic. Mrs Cole said that an 
open day would also inform people of 
the polytechnic's inferior position to 
varsity's. · 

The question of holding an open 
day was not discussed very vocally l)y 
students. But the majority agreed that an 
open day would be a good idea. 

Of 30 students questioned, 25 
were in favour, three were opposed and 
two were non · committal. 

A sample of the answers, including 
the three opposing students' replies are 
shown below: 

"A damn good idea. Here we have 
a big new building on Wellington's 
landscape and tax payers have contrib
uted. They should have the opportunity 
to see inside it and the work students 
do." 

"Yes, and we co1,1ld have a collec
tion box at the door for contributions 
for needy students. No, seriously, I 
think it's a good idea." 

"No, we don't want lots of.nosey 
: parkers poking around here. It would 
disrupt the place." 

"Polytechnic students are seen 
by the public only as second-class 
students who weren't good enough to 
go to university. Perhaps if people had 
the chance to see us they would change 
their minds." 

"Who would come?" 

"No, Polytech, is too far away 
from the town. We don't have the same 
appeal as varsity. 

"Shit Hot! That would be terrific. 
(about·people wandering in and out) No, 
wouldn't make. any difference. 

"Yes, we could show off our 
wares and prove that polytech is NOT 
comprised wholly oftri!des appr!'!ntices. 

ABBOTT 

Above are just three of the ovens amongst a great amount of up-to
date kitchen equipment which will be used by next year's Food and 
Catering classes, The facilities are in the tower block (block 5) on 
floor D. 

Food and Catering classes will 
begin at Wellington Polytechnic in Feb
ruary..of 1972. This was reported by the 
Principal, Mr B.W. Potter, to the Poly
technic Council at its October 20 mee
ting. 

saperv1s1on and organisation will be 
presented for people already employed 
in these fields, the report said. 

In the area of food service, train-

Both Food service and Food Prep
aration courses will be developed. 

Hospitals and other institutions 
had ·expressed a need for a more basic 
course and for this area a basic cookery 
class will be offered. In addition, shorter 
course in pastry cooking and in kitchen 

. ing will be offered initially in basic wait
ing and wine waiting with more advanced 
waiting and Gueridon Cookery planned 
for the following year. This will be carri
ed out in the dining room which will 
not only provide a link between th~ 
ese two areas of training, but will 
also permit the practical service of 
food prepared in the training kitchen,, 

Tho rt Staff 1972 
EDITOR: 

Applicant must have some·experience or train
ing and must ·be prepared to oversee the 
production of 20 issues of a 12 · 16 page 
tabloid newspaper by offset process. Artwork 
in finished state must be provided for the 

· printer. 

TECHNICAL EDITOR: 
Responsible for layout and pasting up of 
newspaper, designing of advertisements etc. 

ADVERTISING MANAGER: 
Required to sell advertising for Orientation 
Handbook and THORT, Commission 15%. 

Annual earnings should be around $600. 

DISTRIBUTION MANAGER 
Responsible for collecting and distributing 
THQRT around Wellington, as well as mail 
and freight lists. Car necessary. Six bundles 
of newspapers per issue. 

APPLY TO: 
The Managing Secretary, 
Wellington Polytechnic, 
Students' Association (Inc.) 
1 Hankey Street, 
Wellington. 
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By Ewan McDonald 

"Ladies and gentlemen, on electric bass, Dee Murray," The tall fair-haired guitarist 
strolls on to the stage dressed in mauve jeans and shirt. 

"On drums and percussion, Nigel Olsson." A tiny figure is dwarfed by the massive 
kit of three· bass drums, · eight tom-toms, three snares, eight cymbals, all silver
coated and each with a ·microphone under the head. He puts on a pair of stereo 
earphones and gives the predictable peace sign. 

"And on Steinway grand piano, the madman across the sea ... Elton John." 

The 15,000 crowd breaks into applause, then laughter as "the world's second 
real superstar" appears. He's wearing red-and-yellow winged shoes, scarlet-and-white 
hooped socks ·to above his knees, white hotpants a purple shirt with his own 
portrait and "Elton John" ac'ross his chest, midnight blue velvet cloak, thick brown 
glasses, and a straw stetson with blue ribbons and countless stars on it. 

He takes off the hat as he makes a regency bow to the audience, and gives 
groovers a nasty shock. His fair hair is cropped short and even within school 
regulation length. 

Elton strides to the piano, sits down and begins with a few broken chords. A 
grimace and he begins to spit out the words of "Ballad of A Well-Known Gun." His 
shortarmsseemtoflowoutfrom his chubby body as he breaks into keyboard-length 
runs, then contract as he plays within an octave or two in. front of him. 

He looks as if he's fighting the piano, his hands clenched as they meet the 
keys. When he's finished the song he smiles a little, says it's nice to be in New 
Zealand - after Australia. But the mikes aren't qu ite right, the voice is a little too 
loud and the piano is booming. "Could you please do something about it?",like a 
well brought up child. · 

He sings "Friends", the latest single. It's well received by the audience, prob· 
ably because most of them only seem to know him for that and "Your Song". Elton 
seems to sense this and introduces the next song, "The King Must Die", as from his 
second album called "Elton John", he doesn't know why, and he doesn't know what 
the words mean. 

"Can I Put You On" follows. Obviously Elton is putting everyone on anyway, 
without asking permission, and having a good time doing it. He's smiling, though 
still belting hell out of the piano. Not to worry, Steinway supply him with pianos 
free of charge. Just as well, this one could never be played again after he's 
finished with it. 

Now the crowd are warming to him. A rather rough version of "Border 
Song" is recognised and applauded. Elton thrives on crowd reaction and is laughing 
by the time he's finished and started "Country Comfort". 

But he's only fou r lines into the first verse when he crashes his hands on the 
keys. "Can the people on the PA get themselves together? You shouldn't have to 
put up with- this. We travelled throughout Australia without any problems with this 
gear. Please do something about it before we get rather nasty up here." 

The expensive seats are inside the fence. Three thousand people have paid 
$ 3.80 to be less than 10 feet from their idol, and six feet lower than him up on the 
stage. The Eden Security men are dressed in black tunics and ties, the effect rather 
like her Majesty's Constabulary, which could be the intention. They drive up in a 
black Holden Station wagon, with a grill between the passenger cab and the back. 
The effect is something like a Black Maria, which could also be the intention. 

One Security guy decides that a fan is too close and moves in. A colleague 
backs him up. The fan moves back. Elton looks down on the scene with a sneer. The 
programme says he like his audience near him. 

-

The crowd are now clapping to "Honkey-Tonk Women". Elton loves it, 
encourages them as he reprises it, rasping both hands up and down the keyboard in 
fingerbreaking runs, fades out for a drum solo from elfin Nigel, peering out be
tween two 20-inch cymbals and his stereo headphones. (They carry vocals and 
the piano and bass sound to him, saving his ears from total destruction). 

Finally they finish. Elton shakes his finger-joints back into place and looks 
around . "I hear a lot of people have come a long way today, from places like 

Wellington and Christchurch. Anyone here from there?!': A guy in the front says 
yes, he's from Wellington. Elton comes over and shakes his hand, asks how far he's 
come, then shakes his hand again. "You're. beautiful Thank you." He is sincere. 

"For all those people, this is your song." It is "Your Song" too, and the 
crowd love it. It's the only song many of them came to hear. He follows it with a 
rock version of "Sixty Years On" which lasts five or more minutes, with piano, 
bass and drum solos. Elton and Nigel rock away, communicating with each other 
through the beat. 

Dee stands alone on the far side of the stage. His bass isn't a phallic symbol to 
him , it's just an instrument. He's entranced by what Elton and Nigel are doing, and 
from time to time jumps up to remind the crowd he's still there. 

And beside the stage a tiny figure stands nervously watching the superstar 
(Elton hates the word) at work. The young man looks like an errant schoolboy 
caught pinching apples while playing hooky. It seems no-one knows it is Bernie 
Taupin, who wrnte the lyrics to almost every song Elton sang. 

Next is "Amoreena", from "Tumbleweed Connection". Only the Elton 
John connoisseurs know it and applaud the first few unannounced bars. The 
Eden Security men move in on ,-an orange drink boy, 12 years old and four feet 
six tall. You have to be tough on these dangerous types. 

"Take me to the Pilot for Control, take me to the pilot of your soul," 
screams Elton, turning it into Arthur Crudup's "My Baby Left Me" and back 
"Pilot". He kicks the stool away kneels to play, stands sits, on the floor, makes 
love to the keyboard. The audience loves i,. 

Dee looks worried as Elton dances over and borroll\lS his mike, sings, puts it 
back. He looks even more worried as the whole stage shakes when Elton gets back to 
the piano and lets loose. 

He stops dead, just crashes the lid down, takes a drink of coke and collapses on 
to the speaker behind him. He is .truely a professional showman, this one. When the 
crowd have screamed long enough, he puts the lid up again and calls for a "I want 
To Take You Higher" chant. He gets it. He's still playing as he says, "We would ju
st like to say, thank you very much thank you New Zealand, but before we go, there's 
only one more thing • 1, 2, 3, 4, clap your hands, "and into a vari l!'tion on "Burn 
Down the Mission ," the crowd yelling "burn it down, right on, right on," with him. 

He collapses again, he isn't kidding now, he's really exhausted (he lost three 
stonP in six weeks in America) and leaves the stage. When the "we want more" gets 
loud enough, he's back, taking of those incredible red-and-yellow boots-as he comes. 

The encore is Jerry Lee Lewis' "Whole Lotta Shakin' Goin' On' - or it was 
originally. Elton gets the crowd singing with him to build up a fever of excitement, 
he comes to the edge of the stage and exhorts them to sing, shout, scream, 
"Come on over baby, whole lotta shakin' goin' on ." Then goes back to the piano. 

But not to play it. He jumps on top, hitting his head on the stage roof as he 
goes, and dances on the Steinway grand, leaps back off, plays the thing with his feet, 
his nose, -then one, two, three, seven straight handstands off the keyboard, back 
down to his knees, up, throll\lS his shoes into the audience, who are by now 
screaming, yelling, dancing, freaking out. Elton slalJlS down the lid a final time 
and boll\lS, walks off, shoeless taking his blue velvet cloak and stetson with him. 



EL TON JOHN AND PAUL BUCKMASTER • FRIENDS • 

(Soundtrack from the film) Paramount SPML 934183 $5.75 

It's not exactly deceptive packaging: nowhere on the cover does it say this is 
an Elton John album, it just has "Elton John" across the top in four inch-high 
letters. 

"Friends" is, of course, the soundtrack from the Lewis Gilbert movie 
about a 15-year-old boy and a 14-year-old girl who run away from their broken 
homes of a village in the South of France. 

But don't let the story put you off the record. It has been praised as· one of 
the best albums of 1971, and will most certainly be an Oscar and Academy 
Award finalist in the next competition. ' 

"Friends" is not the sort of over-orchestrated sentimentality Francis Lai 
churned out for 'Love Story' and "A Man And A Women." It's gentle, sympathetic 
music which captures the awkwardness of the children without losing the poise of 
Elton John. · 

And if you're being mercenary, it's good value . When was the last time a single 
LP had 21 minutes playing time on one side, and 18 on the other? 

The record begins with the title track, which has been lifted for a single (on 
I DJM). It's a pleasant little ballad much like "Your Song". "Honey Roll" follows, 

1 rollickirig and totally E!ton John. 
An instrumental ver.se of "Friends" takes the listener back to the languid "First 

Kiss" and the beautiful, controlled orchestral "seasons". Elton leads it on the piano 
and finishes it with a quiet, reassuring vocal. The orchestra takes over for 
"Variations on Michelle's Song", but Elton has the final word on the side with his 

rock'n'roller "Can I Put You on". Unfortunately it suffers from the perennial 
Elton John problem - he can't finish it, and it carries on for six minutes when it 
could have ended at four. 

He keeps the lead for "Michelle's Song", restrained rock, but that is his swan 
song. The two young lovers read the Richard Le Gallienne poem "I Meant to do My 
Work Today" as a dialogue above orchestral backing. Then the standout track: 
"Four Moods." ,, 

Paul Buckmaster has arranged every horn and every string on Elton John's 
records. Now he gets the chance to show that he too can compose. In this 11-minute 
symphony he shows how much he has been responsible for the success of these 
records. 

It is dignified and sedate. It is, as one listener put it, pure classical music. 
The album closes with Elton musing through a reprise of "Seasons". 

"Friends" isn't a rock Elton John. It is the side glimpsed on the "Elton John" 
album in songs like "I Need You To Turn To" and "First Episode at Hienton" -a 
simple, lyrical music which seems in keeping with Bernie Taupins' character. And
it is Bernie's words which Elton writes the music around. 

At least give Elton, Bernie and Paul the courtesy of listening. You won't be 
disappointed. 

The record was produced by Gus Dudgeon for Tuesday Productions Ltd . 
Backing musicians are Dee Murray (bass), Nigel Olsson (drums), Caleb Quaye (guit· 
ars). and the Dick James Orchestra . Backing singers are Murray and Olsson, 
Liza Strike, Lesley Duncan and Madelaine Bell. 

You can't miss the album in the shop, it comes in the vilest pink cover 
imaginable. 

MONDAY NOVEMBER 15 

7.30 PM PRECISELY 

STUDENTS COMMON ROOM 

FREE TO 

STUDENTS STAFF FRIENDS 

CONCERT 

BY 

Ewan tv1cCbnald 

''POLYTECHNIC SYMOHONY ORCHESTRA" 

This Concert Will Be Recorded "On The Spot" 
By 

POLYRAD 
Under The Personal Direction Of MR REG RUSS 

N.Z.B.C. Technical Training Officer 

Programme Includes 
Symphany No 39 and Clarinet Concerto: MOZART 
(soloist: Nolan Gruenwald) 
Concerto for Viola: TELEMANN 
Concerto for Classical Guitar: VIVALDI 

· (Soloist Ron Burt, Trust N.Z. Performance) 
Contemporary work for Sopranno. Trumpet and Orchestra: HOUHANESS 

MUSICAL DIRECTION: HARRY BOTHAM 

SPECIAL NOTES 

1. Come And Go As You Please Between Items. 

2. Liquid And Solid Refreshment Available After Concert $1.00 
In Cafeteria. All Welcome. 

T AMBUR LAI NE SAY NO MORE 

~ 
produced for KIWI 

records by Alan Galbraith 

Here is a New Zealand album- which will really make everybody's ears sit up 
and listen. It is very sophisticated and seems to indicate that the New Zealand 

music scene is now comparable in many ways with any overseas sounds. 

The group is comprised of Steve Robinson, Denis Leong and Simon Morris. 
Each is very talented and I feel the combination of these strong individual talents 
has been hard to contain in this LP. For example, the voclas are very good and 
go well together except when totally combined as in parts of Saffron Lady in 
which a jarring Crosby, Stills, Nash & Young type of sound is produced. This 
also holds for their music as on the last and longest track on the LP. The Flame 
of Thoriman, which goes off in so many directions (musically) that it could have al
mostfilled another LP. 

Say No More is a very individual LP and contains many different sounds ranging 
from a soft and gentle folk sound through to folk rock using a variety of instruments. 
In fact, this is what I personally don't like about the album - it lacks an individual 
theme or feeling. 

Without a theme it's difficult to say nice things about the LP without commenti-ng 
on every track (which space does not permit) so my advice to you is to toddle 
off down to your friendly neighbourhood record store and have a listen to the 
first pressing by Tamburlaine. Chances are you'll like it. 

Incidentally, this album has a very nicely laid out told-out cover. 

Kees Korndorffer 

Thanks to HMV for Hgw.ey, Four Way Street and Tariilurlaine ~-

-
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In the sea of rubbish that churns from the music money machine, Crosby, Stills, 
Nash and Young are one of the few islands of taste and ability. 

This double album recreates their stage performance, half acoustic, half electric 
and the standard of presentation is surpassed only by the love they generate. 

After a rather disappointing performance at Woodstock this record shoufd dispel 
any doubts that they can recreate their magic on stage . It has its mistc1kes, wrong notes, 
bum harmonies and in places they sound a little thin but overall they shine. 

Most of the songs here will be known to their admirers, some are from Crosby 
Stills an_d N__ash and Deju Vu; -others are from their solo albums. That each member can 
project his individual style within the group framework and yet integrate so well is a 
mark of their skill and mutual understanding. 

Stills and Young swapping lead guitar breaks on Southern Man and Carry On 
provid.e a good example of their individual styles coming together. Jhe tracks engine
ered to give the impression of the group across the stage has Stills coming through one 
speaker a_nd Young through the other, the two guitars almost talk t_o each other and 
fight a beautiful balanced batt.le of sound. 

The excitement generated by the live performance more than compensates for 
loss of studio smoothness. Live albums are like documentary films in that they record 
an actual event: like most movies they become a drag after two or three sittings. 
Fortunately this is an exception.Crosby Stills, Nash and Young wrap their collection of 
songs . in an aura of magic and it shows no sign of wearning thin. 

Good rock is a medium of communication that goes beyond the music itself 
and this, album is very good rock. I hope no one wi II pass iLby because they have 
most of the songs on other albums . In concert Crosby, Stills Nash and Young put 
across a lot more than good songs. 

Tracks: Judy Blue Eyes, Teach Your Children, Triad, The Lee Shore, 
Chicago, Right Between the Eyes, Cowgirl In The Sand, Don't Let It 
Bring You Down, 49 Bye-Byes/ America's Children, Love the One 
You're With, Pre-Road Downs, Long Time Gone, Southern Man, Ohio, 
Carry On, Find The Cost of Freedom. 

Rhic Stiles 

Highway 
HIGHWAY SREG' 30150 

Having been to nearly every Highway concert in Wellington, and being an ardent 
follower · of their sound, _this LP came as a slight disappointment to me. The 
live quality and . the incredible tension that Highway is capable of producing, 
on stage is definitely missing. 

Listening to the LP for the first time, I expected to be injected with the familiar 
slow sound which would soon have my adrenalin_ marching up my spine, set~ing 
my feet tapping as the music built up to that incredible Highway-type, over
the-top-of-the-hill music; but it wasn't to be folks. 

Too bad they weren't recorded live. Even so, don't be misled by my biased opinion. 
Buy two copies - in case your cat eats one - 'cos it's really good and absolute 
streets ahead of most New Zealand tinny imitations. 

Considering everything (including the fact that the LP was made in a great hurry) 
I'd advise you to bury your preconceptions that all New Zealand groups aren't 
very good. Highway have produced a cutting with the sound t ight and original 
and one can't deny that the basic quality is there. 

The guitar playing didn't seem up to the usual standard but the tight bass and 
drums and clear vocals combine to form that unmistakable HIGHWAY sound. 

Highway are at present in Australia playing at University Concerts and at clubs 
in Melbourne. They are also planning a trip to Sydney . 

• 
One last point ; the LP is only $2.50. 

The group comprises: 

George Barris - guitar 
Jim Lawrie - Drums, percussion and conga 
Phil Pritchard -- guitar and percussion 
George Limbidis - Bass 
Bruce Sontgen - Vocal~ 

Kees Korndorffer 



PARANOIA AMERIKAN STYLE 
Pot wasn't the big thing at the 
turn of the century in the USA -
most Americans were junkies of 
one sort or another - most patent 
medicine contained some form of 
morphine, and to get high one 
had to just lay a few pennies on 
the local chemist. 

Then alon11: came Mrs. Vander-
· bildt. She was the second wife of 
the head of the Vanderbildt clan -
the Vanderbildts who built the 
great American railroads and were 
one of America's noble families. 
In those days it was unheard of 
for a member of a noble family to 
get divorced. The second Mrs. 
Vanderbildt was a social outcast 
and wasn't receiving the due she 
felt she deserved as the wife of 
the .great man Vanderbildt. 

The first wife, whom he'd 
divorced, had involved herself in 
the plight of unwed mothers; she 
had the plight of these fallen 
women as lier exclusive domain 
as far as social standing was con
cerned. Carrie Nation had the 
booze scene all tied up, and with 
her hatchet went about chopping 
down pubs and bars all over 
America. 

The second Mrs. Vanderbildt, 
the social outcast, needed a 
cause to improve her social 
standing and get her some 
invitations to better homes. Si;> 
she got a cousin, or some relative 
of hers who was a member of the 
New York State Senatei to intro
duce the first anti-drug aws in 
the USA, and with his help · along 

with some big pay-offs to other 
members of the New York State 
legislature - they got the law 
passed and started the USA on 
the road to its current attitude 
towards drugs. 

The druss were removed from 
patent medicine, but pot wasn't 
hit too hard. In the 1920's and 
30's there were still open pot
smoking coffee houses in·New 
York on the Lower East Side -
quite common - nobody bothered 
too much about _pot - pot was a 
free-wheelin11: affair - most of the 
energy of the law was aimed at 
booze during the prohibition. 

In the 30's, booze was back 
and the focus turned slowly 
toward pot. The La Guardia 

· report in New York said that pot 
wasn't harmful, but it was supp
ressed. But it wasn't until 15r5 5 
that the real paranoia see_ped in, 
and a new federal narcotics law 
was brought into effect. 

July 1st 1955 - the magic date 
for anti-pot laws. From that date 
any first offender brought into 
Federal court received a mandaton 
five year sentence - no parole 
allowed. 

The law was severe and unique 
even for American legal thinking. 
I remember being in the Federal 
Court in New York about a week 
after the new law went into effect. 
There was a chick who'd been 
busted - she was uo before Jud11:e 
Sylvester Ryan - she was six 
months pregnant - Judge Ryan 
came on softly, and gave her a 
two year suspended sentence. 

' Most of the federal fuzz acti- So much for LBJ and the pot 
vity was aimed at heroin during . paranoia he perpetrated - for now, 
that period and it didn't change Nixon is c~ing it forward with 
too much when Kennedy was a degree of insanity which makes 
shot and LBJ took over in the LBJ look mild. A Commission 
White Ho.use in 1963. Things which Nixon set up advocated the 
went along in this status.quo until leP.llsation of pot, but Trieky 
mid-1965\ when LBJ started the D1clcy has put 1t aside. Why? 
Vietnam ouild-up. · There are other pressures 

Johnson was worried about involved in the USA in keeQing 
the student and youth protest the pressure on pot. One of them 
which was starting to build. Some 1s the amount of money which 
of his advisors came to him and comes in from heroin. As pot 
said "Look, Mr. President it's became widely used and LSD 
j~t this simple. We want 'to k~ep came on the scene in 1963, the 
abve the facade of free speech m big business heroin people started 
the country.and not repress the to realite that their future market 
pr.otests ag31.!1st you and the wq ~ to diminish - for pot 
Vietnam pol!cy - how~~r, we headt who moved on to acid, 
can accompl~ the stilling .of rarely moved on to heroin. 
the P.rotest without llf ,Peanng Suddenly the heroin market began 
to stifle free SJ?eech... And they to pale, and much of the profits -
went on t~ pomt.out t9 !he great the pay-offs to_politicians and 
man that if they intensified the some police officials - started to 
fuzz drive against {>Ot and started vanish. 
to raid the university campuse& A lot of diplomats from small 
wnere the anti-Vietnam protest countries who·were into the -
was strongest, they would prob- heroin smuggling scene (using 
ably bag most of the leaden of their di_plomatic pouches) were 
the protest movement, discredit becommg hard _pushe<;I for tax-free 
them and, Johnson's advisors cash. Some politicians dependent 
believed, put an end to the protest. · on heroin protection money for 

In the Autumn of 1965 "the , their expensive TV election cam-
drive l?egan with a series of raids paigns were suddenly "Yanting. 
on uruversity e&m{>USes through- So when you combme these 
out the USA - in sunple fuzz-Hke two factors· the anti-Vietnam 
l<:>gic, pot represented pr~test - p~ot.e~tin_g pot smokers and the 
fight pot and do away with d1mm1shmg pay-offs from the 
protest. rackets to the politicians - you 

can start to see why the grass 
scene in the USA has become so 
uptight. 

YOUR LAST YEARS BOOKS CAN EARN 

YOU DOLLARS! 

She thanked him and started to 
walk from the courtroom. The 
U.S. Attorney rushed up to the 
Jud~ and wliispered something 
in h1S ear - he was advising the 
Judge about the new narcotics 
law. 

bring your text books into the WePSA Office before 

the end of the term. 

All books must have the price you want clearly 

marked. 

PAYMENTS AND RETURNS MADE IN 

FEBRUARY 1972 - Less 10% Handling 
Charge. 

WePSA:- 1 Hankey Street 

Phone 552-856 

·ennifer hyma 
FOR.MER STH. 

AFRIGAN JOURNALIST 

APART
HEID: 
FACT & FICTION 

COMMON ROOM 
NOV. 15 12-lp.lD. 

The U.S. Marshal brought 
the-pregnant chicle back into 
the court, and the Judge, almost 
with tears in his eyes saia·"My 
hands are tied: the new law says 

. that I must give you five years ... " 

KENNEDY'S 
JUNK 

The law wasn't changed, but 
in 1960 when Kennedy became 
Presidenththings cooled down 
as far as t e _law and the pot 
smoker were concerned. Kennedy 
was a pot smoker from way back -
and the unofficial word went out 
to the narcotics fuzz to cool it on 
pot. 

"HERE-IS 
' ,, 

THE NEWS .•. 
(from South Africa) 

"The father of a 21-year-old Indian Student brought an application in the South Africian Supreme Court today for an 
order restraining security police from interfering with his son. The father claimed that he has seen his son, Mohammed 
Essop, lying naked and battered on a Hospital bed .. , . Another Indian detained in the week-€nd raids, a 30-year-old 
school-teacher, Ahmed Timol, died on Wednesday after falling from the tenth floor of the police headquarters build
ing. Police said he "committed suicide." (The Dominion, 30.10. 71) 

Mr Vorster said' "I find no need to appoint a special judicial commission to inquire into any case. It can be expected 
that in the course of investigation more persons will be detained. It is the lawful task of the police to combat terror
ism and sabortage, and they will fulfil this task irrespective of any agitation on the part of certain newspapers and 
individuals to incite feeling against the police and cast suspician on their activities." ("Evening Post" 30.10.71) 

"The Anglician Dean of Johannesburg was sentenced to five years' imprisonment today after being found guilty 
of offences under the South Africian Terrorism Act." (Evening Post 2.11. 71 

You can be sure of one thing there will be some more such news, More Victims. 

Express your disgust in a practical way: 
Send a donation today ,to The Defence and aid fund for So~thern Africa 

We've been providing proper legal defence and humanitarian aid for apartheid's victims for 15 years. Help us to con
tinue this -aid as repression increases in South Africa. 

Check this coupon and send it with your donation to:-

The Treasurer, Defence and Aid Fund, 20 Lyndhurst Road, Tawa, WELLINGTON 

I enclose $ .............. for the fund. Please send me: 
Information pamphlet (tick) Newsletter (tick) 
List of literature available (tick) 

Name: (Mr., Mrs., Miss.,) ............................................................................................... : ........................... . 

Address: .................................................................................................................................................... . 
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I 
Having been invited to contribute an article to 'Thort' I found myself somewhat 
taken back as to the subject matter of the article. Not that I lack material, but 
rather as I am a Labour Party candidate for one of the Wellington seats, you may 
be inclined to take what I say with a grain of salt. 

Therefore, my article contains a certain amount of bias, but my object is not to 
peddle a particular party line but to look at some issues in as an objective and 
rational way as possible. 

would like to highlight several 
pointers to what I would like to see in 
our policy next year. These are: 

Industrial Relations 
Housing 
Social Security 
Education 
Foreign Affairs 

There will be more issues and if 
given the opportunity I will deal in 

depth with the above five and others as 
they arise. Meantime, I will comment 
on the five points . 

INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS 

Our record of Industrial Relations is 
comparatively good when compared with 
other countries. But there is no room 
for any complacency in this vital area 
of our country's future. Many of the 
problems and disputes concerning indus
trial stoppages are due to outmoded 
legislation which was designed to cope 
with the New Zealand situation at the 

. turn of the century. It is certainly, not 
adequate . to cope with the present 
situation; successive ·governments have 
tried to cope by patchwork legislation 
with amendments to the Industrial Con
ciliation and Arbitration Act of 1894. 

They have been inclined to press 
the panic button only as crises have 
arisen, rather than giving the depth of 
thought necessary to s.uch an important 
field. The Swedish example is pertinent. 
There the employers federation and the 
Trade ,Unions evolve«J a system that has 

become the example of the world. A 
similar plan has got to be looked at here, 

Real Estate being one of the few 
commodities that keeps pace with infl
ation is becoming very popular as regards 
investment. Many small investors (and 
others of course) because of the vicious 
spiral of inflation are investing in Real 
Estate. This leads to prices in this field 
being pushed higher and higher, thus 
precluding the potential young home 
owner from obtaining ahouse. Again 
I cannot give glib answers to this pro
blem, I merely point to another aspect 
of a very serious social disgrace that is 
obnoxious in a society which has always 
prided itself in Humane Social Legisl
ation . 

SOCIAL SECURITY 

We once led the world with our 
Social Security system; now it is becom
ing so down-graded that it is quickly 
becoming a farce as far as any real 
service to the community is concerned. 
The growth of private health schemes 
is an indication of just how much our 
Social Security has slipped, and again we 
see the situation of two health services, 
one for those who can afford it, and an 
inferior one for those who just have to 
grin and bear it. 

A society that really cares for its 
people does not allow this situation to 
arise, but indifference to the fatherless, 
and to the widowed and underprivileged 
in general is becoming increasingly the 
hallmark of the present administration. 

to bring rationalisation and common EDUCATION 
sense into our labour relations. I hope 
to look at this problem in greater 
perspective than I have at present. 

HOUSING 

Housing is becoming a problem 
for all sections of the community · stud
ents, young marrieds, and elderly pen
sioners, all are suffering from the drought. 
Indeed, the situation is growing where 
it is only the comparitively wealthy 
who have the wherewithal to finance 
a house. In the Wellington area in 
particular this problem has become cruc
ial, and with first mortage rates going 
up to 8%- 9% · 10% this is just not 
funny. Whatever government is going to · 
be in power in late 1972 has to cope 
with this situation as . if could fast 
become inflammatory if not dealt with. 
Of course, the problem is all tied up 
with inflation. 

I see crass materialism creeping 
into this realm which is so important 
to all our futures. I see emphas is being 
placed in our University Education on 
only the so-called 'USEFUL' subjects, 
the ones that will keep the economy 
healthy. We want more scientists, more 
industrialists, more technocrats, more 
businessmen; but what of our poets, 
our philosophers ... ? A generous· 
sprinkling of the liberal Arts is necessary 
for any man who calls himself educated. 
It is no wonder that our society is starved 
culturally, when on. the whole we wor
ship at the feet of the GOD Rugby and 
other sports, yet the present Admin
istration despises the attributes of our 
Poets and Philosophers · and dare we 
say it our Churchmen-: and the young 
people who are protesting for a humane 
approach to life, who are saying that the 
almighty dollar is not the ·be all and end 
all of life. 

I have · a tremendous admiration 
for the young because they despise all 
our cant hypocrisy and humbug, and call 
a spade a spade. The 'Hippy' movement 
I believe is basically a protest movement 
against so much that is rotten in our 
society today. They are appealing to us 
to look for the real joys in life rather 
than the rat race that our society has 
evolved. Therefore, our education system 
must have in its curricula the basic form
ulae of how to 'LIVE' as well as how to 
'WORK'. 

Under the present Administration, 
this is being whittled away. I say in all 
seriousness guard your liberties well, and 
be careful how you vote . 

·FOREIGN AFFARIS 

Lastly but not least, our sorry· rec
ord in the realm of Foreign Affairs; our 
involvement in the most sordid and des
tructive war that is Vietnam; a war that 
the majority of the world has condemned 
as being utterly inhuman. We who prided . 
ourselves in our independence have be
come the lackey of the U.S.A. This to 
a certain extent, has now become past 
history. But we never learn as shown by 
our support of the U.S.A. against China's 
admission in the sorry debacle in the 
United Nations. Here we are fighting for 
our economic lives with regard to our 
trading future, and we ignore the prac
ticalities of life by cocking a snoot at the 
largest country in the world. How utter
ly stupid, how utterly inept. 

CONCLUSION 

As I stated in the beginning of this 
article, I am prepared to back up all I've 
said with facts and will go into greater 
detail on every one of these aspects. I 

hope your association will give the 
privilage of adressing you sometime to· 
wards the end of next year. 

BANK 

WOMEN'S 
REUNION 

A reunion of women from 
the women's retrai_ning cou
rses which began at Welling
ton Polytechnic in 1956 will 
be held on November 17. 

The present tutor-in-charge 
of women's retraining, Mrs 
Gloria Butcher,, said about 
400 women had been thr
ough the courses since they 
began, but a number of these 

would have been in more 
than one course. She expects 
about 150 women to attend. 

The reunion will be held in 
the Student Common Room, 
Wallace Street, Wednesday 
November 11, at 8p.m. 

The programme will include 
floor spots directed by Harry 
Botham, wining, supper, 
speeches and conversazione. 

Women wishing to attend 
should write to Mrs G. But
cher, Wellington Polytechnic, 
Private Bag, Wellington, no 
later than Friday Nov. 11. 

PORTFOLIO 
SYSTEM· 

SUGGESTED 
The executive has approved a recomm· 
endation by the managing secretary that 
next year's executive be ass.igned specific 
portfolios. 

The Managing Secretary Colin Knox 
explained that present administration 
and organising duties took up time 
which he could more profitably spend 
on long term projects. One of the ways 
of diverting these tasks was to specify 
them to executive members. ihis would 
also help the active interest of executive 
members of the association. 

The executive decided to hand this 
recommendation on to the 1972 exec· 
utive. 

The suggested portfolios are: 

President 
Men's Vice President 
Women's Vice President . 
Business Manager 
Social Controller 
Welfare Officer 
Sports Controller 
NTISA. Liaison Officer 
Comi:nunications Officer 
Cultural Officer 

BAN( OPPOSITE 
BOOKROOM 

Banll .. New Zealalld 



Any assessment of the year can only appear incomplete because of the large 
number of films to be screened over the remainder of the year and also, the even 
larger number of films here in the country with no sign of Wellington release ·at all. 
In the former, I would recommend the following : Sidney Lumet's BLOOD KIN, 
both Waris Hussein's MELODY and WILLY WONKA AND THE CHOCOLATE 
FACTORY, Billy Wilder's THE PRIVATE LIFE OF SHERLOCK HOLMES and 
Richard Brooks' THE HAPPY ENDING (St. James); Fellini's sludgy, somewhat 
disappointing SATYR ICON and George Schaeffer's DOCTORS WIVES (Embassy); 
John Huston's A WALK WITH LOVE AND DEATH and Sonny and Cher's 
CHASTITY (Paramount); Paul Wendkos' THE MEPHISTO WALTZ, Mike Hodges 
G_ET CARTER and the Maysles Brothers GIMME SHELTER (Plaza);Sidney J. Furie 
LITTLE FAUSS AND BIG HALSY (Majestic) and finally, the Lido which is still 
promising Haskell Wexler's ME_DIUM COOL, Barry Shear's WILD IN THE STREETS 
Peter Brook's KING LEAR and an uncut print of Fellini's LA DOLCE VITA. In the 
latter group (Brace yourself) it's anyones guess when we'll see any of the following : 
s·ome have been in this country for three years with no release. Luchino Vis
conti's DEATH IN VENICE, both Clai.JdeLelouct\'sLIVE, LIFE ~ ND DEATH and 
LOVE iS A FUNNY THING, Robert Freeman's SECRET WORLD, Cl)arlie 
Chaplin's THE CIRCUS, Dick Clement's SEXTET, Kiell Grede's HUGO AND 
JOSEFIN, Irving Rapper's THE CHRISTINE JORGENSTEN STORY, Hal Ashby's 
THE LANDLORD, Gilbert Cate's I NEVER SANG FOR MY FATHER, both 
Robert Mulligan's IN PURSUIT OF HAPPINESS and SUMMER OF '42, Jules 
Dassin1s PROMISE AT DAWN, David Green's Cut-to-Ribbons THE PEOPLE NEXT 
DOOR, similarly, Richard Wilson's THREE IN THE ATTIC, Silvio Narizzano's, 
LOOT,JackSmight's 1,000odd feet missing THE TRAVELLING EXECUTIONER, 
Vincente Minnelli's ON A CLEAR DAY YOU CAN SEE FOREVER, George 
Englund's ZACHARIAH, Frank Perry's THE DIARY OF A MAD HOUSEWIFE. 
Nicolas Reog's WALKABOUT, Both Francious Truff11ut's THE Ml,SSISSIPPI 
MERMAID and DOMICILE CONJUGALE, Jerry Schatzburg's PUZZLE OF A 
DOWNFALL CHILD, Dick Clark's Kl LLERS THREE, John Cassavete's HUSBANDS 
Michael Winner's LAWMAN, William Fraker's MONTEWALSH, Michael Billing
ton's RISE AND RISE OF MICHAEL RIMMER, James Goldstones RED SKY 
AT MORNING, Russ Meyer's THE SEVEN MINUTES, 
Joe Losey's FIGURES IN A LANDSCAPE, Dori Siegal's THE BEGUILDED, bo
th Robert Altman's Mc.CABE AND MRS Ml LLER and BREWSTER McCLOUD, both 
Sidney LUmet's THE ANDERSON TAPES, and BYE BYE BRAVERMAN, Monte 
Hellman's TWO LANE BLACKTOP, Gille Pontecorvo's BURN!, Peter Fonda's 
THE HIRED HAND, Ingmar Bergman's THE TOUCH, Robert Aldrich's THE 
GRISSOM GANG, Paul Mazursky's ALEX IN WONDERLAND, Alistair Reid's 
THE NIGHT DIGGER and finally, among others.Paul Williams THE REVOL
UTIONARY. 

As it is, these films have impressed me the most over the last ten months. In 
no particular order; 

SHAME (Ingmar Bergman, Sweden) 
THE HONEY MOON Kl LLERS (Leonard Kastle, U.S.A.) 

LITTLE MURDERS Alan Arkin, U.S.A.) 
WHERE IT'S AT (Garson Kanin. U.S.A.) 
TEOREMA (Pier Paolo Pasolini, Italy) 
LA CHI NOISE (Jean Luc Godard, France) · 
WEEKEND (Jean Luc Godard, France) 
SYMPATHY FOR THE DEVIL (Jean Luc Godard, France) 
DIARY OF A SHINJUKU THIEF (Nagisa Oshima, Japan) 
KES (Kenneth Loach, U.K.) . 

Other films that nearly. make it are two by Arthur Penn (AUCES 
RESTAURANT, LITTLE BIG MAN), Ken Russell's THE MUSIC LOVERS, 
Haro-Id Prince's SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE, Mike Nichol's CATCH 22 
Sam Peckinpah's THE BALLAD OF CABLE HOGUE and Pierre Adige's MAD 
DQGS AND ENGLISHMEN . A few other groups. A number of re-issues just 
'as great as the best of the new realeases are: 

HOUSE OF BAMBOO (Samuel Fuller, 1955) BARRIER(Jerzy Skolimow
ski, 1966), LES DAMES DU BOIS DE BOLOGNE (Robert Bresson, 1944), 
THE BIG HEAT (Fritz Lang, 1952), THE SEA HAWK (Michael Curtiz, 1940), 
DAVID COPPERFIELD (George Cukor, 1935,) THEY· DIED WITH THEIR 
BOOTS ON (Raoul Walsh, 1941), SEVEN WOMEN (John Ford, 1966), THE 
SIGN OF THE LION (Eric Rohmer, 1959), NOW VOYAGER (Irving Rapper, 
1941) and an absolute mc:ster piece: MARNIE (Alfred Hitchcock, 1964). 

The most overlo·oked and under-rated films must undoubtably include 
James Goldstones BROTHER JOHN and James Clavell's THE LAST VALLEY. 
Two films that will probably be discovered by a far more appreciative audience 
in the years to come. Also, the worst film of the year· : Martin Ritt's unbelievably 
feeble THE MOLLY McGUI RES. As always though, the year belongs to the censor 
who imposes himself like an irritating shadow over an appreciati.on of cinema in this 
country. There is something quite wierd and ironical when a film like MAD DOGS 
AND ENGLISHMEN, which makes no pretens.ions to being aimed at anyone. but a 
certain audience between the ages of 12 and 25 has scenes cut because various 
censorship officials find it "offensive". I wonder if Mr McIntosh would even bother 
seeing . MAD DOGS in the cinema if he were not a censor? Hardly, I'm sure. The 
people the censor is protecting by cutting MAD DOGS wouldn't venture two 

_inches near the film and those who are seeing the film won't be offended by the 
dialogue and groupie girl interview he has cut from it. 

It is this silly, double-edged angle to censorship that is prohibiting you, as adu
lts over the age of 18, from seeing films like PERFORMANCE, BLOODY MAMA, 
TAKING OFF, DRIVE HE SAID, Ken Russell's THE DEVILS. Because of it, you 
will probably also be denied uncut Harvey Hart's FORTUNE AND MENS EYES 
(homosexuality, in male prisons that is a· major factor in American prison reform 
at the moment), John Scheslinger's SUNDAY, BLOODY SUNDAY, Jerry 
Schatzburg's PANIC IN NEEDL~ PARK and one of the most "adult" films ever 
made: Mike Nichols' CARNAL KNOWLEDGE. As further proof that no two people 
see alike on what is offensive and what isn't, I suggest you look at any recent Fijian 
newspaper, and surprise of surprise, discover that C.C. RIDER AND COMPANY 
(director Seymour Robbie, with Joe Mamath and Ann-Margaret) and STUDENT 
NURSES (Executive producer Roger Corman, directed by Stephanie Rothman) 
are being freely screened there, while both are completely banned in New Zealand. 
It is plainly obvious the New Zealand Film Censorship system is trying to please 
everyone, while finally satisfying no-one. 

Pierre Adige's JOE COCKER; MAD DOGS AND ENGLISHMEN (M.G.M.) is 

a marvellous;magnificent film : full of hysterical, lyric power energy. Anyone who 
doesn't know how good it is by now, should prepare themselves for something of a 

shock. Unlike WOODSTOCK, the emphasis isn't so much ideology as such, but, a 
straight, fantastically emotional impression of Joe Cocker, his friends,audience, 

travels, trips, stray dogs and indirectly, a mad world around us all. Cocker himself 
lets forth with more gutsy tension and SCREAM than even Miss Mavis ·Munter did 
way back in the Summer of '39. And that was a good year too. 

The film is nearly two hours long and should have everyone moving before 
the last third. Adige uses a single screen "in the middle" for quiet intimate scenes 
(interviews with Cocker, a giggly fat and magnificent woman sewing a comic 
strip character on a sweat shirt, a milky white pussy slinking through the grass) 
and opens up to two and sometimes three screens for the concert scenes. Most of 
the film is filmed with a wide-angle lens and Adige uses all the extra "puffy areas of 
space" to jam in every detail possible. If anything, although Cocker talks about "act
ing as a release for tension and hysteria", the film itself is one great spasm of pent
up emotion and most of the audience will probably feel like winding down at the 
end. Still, I can't wait to see it again. Leon Russell, a wizard in Top Hat wriggling 
across the stage, the fat women dancing with a tamborine, Cocker's triumphant 
"With a Little Help from My Friends", the hair-raising rendition of "Feeling 
Alright" are just some of the masses of exhilerating moments and touches. The 
film is 16 M.M . blown-up to what looks like 70 M.M. on the Cinerama screen and 
blackish green and red colouring is moodily nice and grainly. 

Elio Petri's cinema continues to grow in assurance and his latest, INVES
TIGATION OF A PRIVATE CITIZEN ABOVE SUSPICION (Columbia), combines 
the half baked politics of THE TENTH VICTIM and psychological games of QUIET 
PLACE IN THE COUNTRY, in a very smart ideological thriller format. The first 
half (in particular) still reveals a certain self-consciousness of technique in which 
some dazzling-to-look-at-surfaces add nothing to our understanding of the people 
or ideas within them. Fortunately Petri's conviction in the world .he is reflecting 
before us, breaks through otten enough. The last sequences, with the multi-layers of 
Gian Marla Volunte's personality(fascist, bully, child, bastard) gradually exposing 
themselves are like something out of a slippery dream. The colour is brown and 
cr~amy, and the politics even more revealing than Z. Volonte is magnificant : 
apparently, confining himself to films of "political interest", which have inclu,ded 
this, Carlo Lizzani's THE VIOLENT FOUR and Jean Luc Godard's VENT D'EST 
In contrast, Jerry Paris' THE GRASSHOPPER (National General) is an ugly 
embarrassment : its pretentions toward Womens Liberation (however sympathetic 
they may be) positively creak beneath a crude/tritely dialogued surface and 
compromised sense of moral values. Paris himself, reveals all the replusive temper
aments of a Guy Green and Stanley Kramer : his film might be more aptly 
titled FOOT ROT. 

The Bob Dylan film DON'T LOOK BACK (Wellington Amusements) is 
positively dreary and confirms that D.A. Pennebaker, who also made MONTEREY 
POP, is a master of the mediocre. Gordon Hessler's SCREAM AND SCREAM 
AGAIN (Fox), full of wildly funny sadistic games and unpleasant bodily 
"hack-ups", is oddly limited in some ways and accomplished in others. A better 
British film than most. Alas, Ettore Scola's JEALOUSY ITALIAN STYLE 
(Warner Bros) is a wee bit dreary though enlivened by Monica Vi.tti's magnificent 
prescence and Carlo di Palms's colours. Anyway, 1:1ntil we meet again .. _. 

Gia11 Maria Volonte , as the Sicilian policeman, tortures an a11archist suspect 
i11 Elio Petri'.1· 'Investigation Concerni11g a Citizen who is Quite Above Suspicion' 
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Tim-Leary ·De.1:lares War 
A Letter From Tim Leary On 
His Escape From J aiL 

A declaration of holy war 
against the Establishment 

The following statement was 
written in the POW camp and 
carried over the wall (in full 
sight of two gun trucks). I 
offer loving gratitude to my 
Sisters and Brothers in the 
Weatherman Underground, who 
designed and executed my liber
ation . 

Rosemary and I are now with 
the Underground and we'll con
tinue to stay high and wage the 
revolutionary war. 

----There is the time for peace 
and the time for war. 

There is the day of lau~ing 
Krishna and the day of Gnn 
Shiva. 

Brothers and Sisters, at this 
time let us have no more talk 
of peace. . 

The conflict which we have 
soucllt to avoid is upon us. A 
wor1d-wide ecological religious 
warfare. Life vs. death. 

Listen. rt is a comfortable, 
self-indulgent cop-out to look 
for conventional economic
political solutions. 

Brothers· and Sisters, this is 
a war for survival. Ask Huey 
and Angela. They dig it. • 

Ask the wild free animals. 
They know it. 

Ask the turned-on ecologists. 
They sadly admit.it. 

I declare that World War III 
is now being waged by short
haired robots, whose deliberate 
aim is to destroy the complex 
web of free wild life by the 
imposition of mechanical order. 

Listen. There are no neutrals 
in genetic warfare. There are no 
non-combatants at Buchenwald, 
My Lai or Soledad. · 

You are part of the death 
apparatus or you belong to the 
network of free life. 

Do not be deceived. It is a 
classic strategem of genocide to 
camoflage their wars as law and 
order police actions. 

Remember the Sioux and the 
German Jews and the black 
slaves and the marijuana pogroms 
and the pious TWA indignation 
over airlrne hijackings! 

If you fail to see that we are 
the victims/defendants of geno
_cidal war you will not under.
stand the rage of the blacks, the 
fierceness of the browns, the . 
holy fanaticism of the Palastin
ians, the righteous mania of the 
Weathermen, and the pervasive 
resentment of the young. 

Listen, Americans. Your 
iovernment is an instrument 
of total lethal evil. · 

Remember the buffalo and 
the Iroquois! 

Remember Kennedy, King, 
Malcolm, Lenny! 

Listen. There is no comp
romise with a machine. You 
cannot talk peace and love to 
a hnm.anoid robot whose every 
Federal Bureaucratic impulse 1s 
soulless, heartless, humorless, 
lifeless, loveless. 

In this life struggle we use 
the ancient holy strategies of 
org_anic life: 
1. Resist lovingly in the loyalty 

· of undergrouni:i sisterhoods and 
:b!otherhoods. 
2. Resist passibely, break lock
step ... diop out. 
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3. "Resist actively, :.abotage, 
jam the computer ... hijack 
p1anes ... trash every let,llal . 
machine in the land. 
4. Resist publicly; announce 
life ... denounce death. 
S. Ri,sist privately; guerrilla 
invisibility. 
6. Resist beautifully; create 
organic art, music. · · 
7. Resist biologically; be healthy 
... erotic ... conspire with seed ... 
breed. 
8. ).lesist spiritually; stay high ... 
praise God· ... love life ... blow 
the mechanical mind with Holy 
Acid ... dose them ... dose them 
... dose them. 
9. Resist physically; robot 
agents who threaten life must 
be disarmed, disabled, disconn
ected by force ... Arm your
selves and shoot to live ... Life 
is never violent. To shoot a 
genocidal robot policeman in 
the defense of life is a sacred 
act. 

Listen, Nixon. We were never 
that naive. We know that flow
ers in your gun-barrels were 
risky. We too remembered 
Munich and Auschwitz all too 
well as we chanted love and 
raised our Woodstock fingers 
in the gentle sign of peace. 

We begged you to live and 
let live, to love and let love, .but 
you have ..:l10sen to kill and get 

1killed. \1ay God have mercy on 
your lost soul. 

For the last seven months, 
I, a free, wild man, have been 
locked in POW camps. No 
living creature can survive in 
a cage. In my flight to freedom 
I leave behind a million brothers 
and sisters in the POW prisons 
of Quentin, Soledad, Con Thi~n ... 

Listen, comrades. The libc;r
ation war has just begun. Resist 
endure; do not colla6orate . 
Strike. You will be free. 

.Listen,/.ou brothers of the 
imprisone . Break them out! 

. If David Harris has ten friends 
in the world, I say to you, get 
off your pious non-violent asses 
and break him out. 

There is no excuse for one 
brother or sister to remain a 
prisoner of war: 

Right-on Leila Khaled! 
Listen. The hour is late. 

Total war is upon us. Fight 
to live or you'll die. Freedom 
is life. Freedom will live. 
Timothy Leary 

Warning: I am armed and should 
. be considered dangerous to any
one who threatens my life or my 
freedom. 
The revolution as we know it 
today has been going on for 
many years, on many fronts and 
in many phases. Timothy Leary 
took up the ideal of revolution 

and a spiritually transformed 
society a decade ago. I have not 
the perception to accurately dis
cern his positive effect on the 
evolving social order, but I 
resent criticisms of him coming 
from half-assed soap-box gurus 
who. I suspect, feel left out and 
alienated in their small ponds 
of mesmerised followers, while 
he has been making waves in the 
ocean of public confrontation. 
Ego can never tolerate anything 
superior to itself, including God, 
and this explains why the sex
ually hung up always wind up 
with a dogmatic, sexless, spiteful 
finite God. 

Regardless of the inan, what 
his position of authority and/or 
leadership may be , he must, to 
remain a true leader always 
reflect the spirit and' best inter
ests of the people wi_th whom he 
has formed a spiritual bond. One 
of our prophets has admonished 
us not to follow leaders. Look , 
to the vanguard for guidance, 
inspiration and truth, but make 
your own trip. 

Mahatma Gandhi, Lenny 
Bruce and Bobby Seale were all 
born under the sign of Libra. 
Dr. Timothy Leary is also a 
Libran. Here we have Libra 
acting as the promoter; pros
elytizer; high-powered influen
cer of minds; seeker of social 
justice; searcher of harmony, 
balance, equilibrium and peace. 
The tenth house Sun trine the 
Moon in Aquarius and Pisces 
Uranus in the third creates his 
strong public appeal, as well as 
bestowing the ~enius of under
standing and utilizing the psych
ology of large masses of people. 
The emphasis of planets are m · 
Earth and Water signs, suggest
ing an emotional and practical 
nature. There is an innate ideal 
that might be described as prag-

matic by nature and philosophic 
in expression. The strength of 
his personality and executive 
ability are enhanced by the Cap
ricorn Mars in the Ascendent. 
His ability to put other people 
through 'changes' could be def
ined by Pluto-Cancer in the 
seventh, opposing the Mars anct · 
trine Uranus in the third. Mer
cury and Venus, both in the 
twelfth house Scorpio, explain 
the direction of his mind and 
feelings into the hidden, uncon
scious and occult. Mercury, 
Venus square Moon in the third 
- his findings have not always 
been popular with the public, 
The Sagittarius ascendent 
accounts for the "hail fellow 
well met" extrovert personalit y. 

From the point of this writ
ing, June 1969d into the next two 
years, will fin him coming once 
again before the public eye, 

Amerika - your government is an instrument of total lethal evil. 

mind and attention. He should 
excerise caution with those he 
admits into his confidence. 
There are secret enemies posing 
as friends seeking to discredit 
him before the public. 

On 15th September, 1970, 
Timothy Leary made a successful 
escape from _prison . His pro
gressed Sun m a Sagittarian first 
house formed a square to Saturn 
·in the ninth Virgo , which might 
easily be interpreted in terms of 
a strong personal thrust for free
dom from restrictions 1 political 
and religious (Jupiter m conjun-

ction with Saturn). The pro
gressed Moon also in coniunc
tion with first house Mars Cap
ricorn - opposed to Pluto in 
seventh Caneer and trine Jupiter 
Saturn, ninth house would serve 
to strengthen the desire for free
dom tremendously, with. a strong 
emotional defiance towarps 
opposition. 

And so, as the Amerikan 
Empire descends below the 
honzon of world history, we 
bid the sou] called Timothy 
Leary sweet peace. Right On, 
Brave Soul. Swami Sivananda 

STUDENT CONCESSIONS 

· Drive-in coin operated Laundrette. 

Dentice Dry Cleaning Depot. 

295 - 299 Will is Street, 
Wellington. 

(Opposite Dental School) 

Opening about 1st December 

Special student concession booklets of 5 50 cent 
washes for $2.00 · 20% Discount. 

Hours: 7am to 10.30 p.m. everyday. 

Music, T.V. and vending machines for chocolate 
cigarettes etc. 

(More about it next issue) 

BE A . MANGLER 

• 
ARE YOU A PERSON SEEKING 

* the opportunity to succeed? 
* the opportunity to lead? 
* the opportunity to progress with a 

rapidly expanding company? 

You may be completing a secretarial or commerce course or even 
considering part time study? If so, now is the time when you 
should be considering how you can best develop your talents 
within a large and progressive 9rganisation. 

NATIONAL MUTUAL a leader in the finance and insurance 
field will give you this opportunity to develop if you have an 
interest in people and a positive desire to succeed. 

• WE WI LL OFFER 

* above average salary 
* work with friendly people interested in you and 

your future 
* recognition for individual performance 
* encauragement to use initiative and develop creative 

ideas 

For further details apply to: 
The Personnel Officer 
·National MLtual Group of Companies 
153-161 Featherston Street Wellington 
Telephone 71-668: 
P.O. Box 1692 



by Mike Field 

A newspaper that claims to be for the individual who is against "the system" 
has Ileen banned in two Nelson high schools. 

The paper, Think, is described by its editor, Charles Hale, as a private, indepen
ldant, monthly journal for young people. Hale claims that Think is an attempt to 
"try to widen the scope of readers' interests by introducing them to subjects 
from Astrophysics to Zoraster. 

"Our name is the clue to what we are, what we try to do and how we do it. We 
are free to discuss abortion, drugs, religion, parents, politics and the police so 
long as these are discussed in the freedom of thinking," said 'Hale. 

Think is a descendant of a newspaper 
financed by Waimea College, Cyclops 
which was killed in its second issue. 
Issue one of Cyclops was sold out 
because people tho1:1ght it was a 
school magazine and did not care 
much about what they were buying, 
said Hale. 

in the world were allowed in Cyclops 
so a meeting was called to establish 
Think. 

The second issue of Cyclops was 
prepared and submitted for approval 
just like the first . One item was ban-

In September Think appeared at 10 
cents an issue. Although it was its 
first appearance it was called number 
two because of the association with 
its forebearer , Cyclops. 

ned and others were derided by high 
school authorities. The policy of pub
lishing matter not concerned with 
long hair, short pants and campus 
activities was frowned on, said Hale. 

The editorial board of Think all come 
from the one family, Charles Hale, 
Gera ld Hale, and Helen Hale do 
most of the work associated with 
Think. 

·No reprints on the military situation 

They hope ~hat Think will have a 
circulation of 1000, 100 copies to 
10 cities. 

A-Short Story For Koddled 
There was once a country in which a revolution 

happened nearly every week. No sooner would the 
, people decide who they wanted to be king, than they 

would rebel, and no sooner had the rebels won, than 
there would be an argument about whc was chief rebel 
and everyone would start fighting again. 

Finally a very clever man became king . No sooner 
was he in the palace, than he called all the carpenters and 
the mechanics in the kingdom together and took them to 
the top of the highest mountain. For a whole month 
they worked there: and so curious were the people 
that they would have climbed up to-the top of the moun
tain every day, had the soldiers not prevented them . They 
were so curious they forgot to rebel. 

When the carpenters and the mechanics had 
finished their work, they came down the mountain 
and told the king. He called all the people to the 
palace and told them that he had discovered a new 
way to run the country. He said that anyone who 
wanted to find out what it was could follow him up the 
mountain . 

Of course they all did. The royal band played and 
all the people sang happily. The sun shone. When they 
arrived at the top of the mountain, they saw that a 
great flat space had been cleared. 

In the middle of the flat space was the highest 
roundabout you ever saw, it was painted with every 
colour of the rainbow, and had huge wooden horses, 
painted white, and golden poles with spirals going 
up and down. At the top of the roundabout was a flag. 

"But how does such a huge roundabout go round?" 
asked all the people. The king led them behind it. 
There stood the biggest treadmill you ever saw. It was 
big enough for every single person to get on. 

"What is it all for?" asked the people. 

The king had the trumpeters blow three loud 
blasts before . he told them. 

"Those of. you who want to rule the land, get 
on the roundabout!" 

Immediately there was a big rush for the horses 
and the golden poles, and within a few minutes the 
roundabout was full of people, waiting for it to start 
going round. Most of the people watched them, Enviously . 

The rest of you can get on the treadmill!" said 
·the king. 

Kiwis by Gus Scott 

Of course no-one was interested. That looked like 
hard work. But a couple of rather stupid men did what 
they were told, and immediate ly the huge treadmill began 
to go round. The gears and cogs that connected it to the 
roundabout began t r, turn, and then the roundabout 
itself. And though the re were unly two people on th.e 
treadmill, it did not t urn slowly. It turned very, very 
fast. The people on the outside of the roundabout fell 
off. Everyone laughed at them, and more people ran 
over and got on the treadmill. The roundabout began to 
turn even faster. More people came flying off. The 
people cheered and shouted, and crowded onto the 
treadmill in ever-increasing numbers. Everybody on 
it was sweating and trampling as fast as they could, 
and pointing to the roundabout, which was going 
round so fast that you could hardly see jt. 

Aooard the roundabout, only those who gripped 
the tightest stayed on. Those nearest the centre had the 
easiest time, and looked dignified · and those on the 
white horses were fairly safe too. But the rest had to claw 
at each other and push and shove to retain their places, 
all the time trying desperately to get to the centre. 

Whenever the speed got too great for them, and 
they flew off, they would hurry over to the treadmill 
to loose themselves among the crowds, and try and make 
everyone else come off the roundabout too. · 

Only the king was not on either the treadmill 
or the roundabout. He walked round to the other side 
of the treadmill and looked at the gears and cogs which 
were there. They led all the way down the mountain 
to the king's palace, and in the king's palace they 
turned machines which gave the king light and hot water 
and power for cooking his food. And the ki,1g. was very' 
comfortable in his palace, and he lived Rappily ever 
after. Every now and then, he would climb on the roof 
and look through his telescope, at the treadmill and 
the roundabout going round and r'!llund, and he would 

. laugh. On the flag at the top of the roundabout, the 
word "PARLIAMENT" was written. 

REED BOOKS, LTD. 

DON'T BE CONFUSED BY METRICS 

GET A COPY OFMETRIVERTER 'TABLES 

34 Page Booklet 'Mth £Nery 1\/etric C.OOversion you . 
'MIi £Ner need. 

Only 45 ¢. 
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